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Processes. The contamination of
hair with exogenous particles
such as graphene oxide (GO)
has become a major issue in
many cosmetic products.
Although several methods for
the removal of GO have been
investigated, none of them are
considered suitable for practical
implementation on the industrial
scale. Therefore, this study
aimed to show the potential of a
novel mechanical approach to
GO removal from hair. This
approach used the shear-force
generated by controlled edge-to-
edge mixing of the root of the
hair with a conical pin. This
generated a localized shear
stress around the root of the
hair, which opened the keratin
fibers (infillings) and moved GO
particles away from the hair
shafts toward the occluded
ends, resulting in easy
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extraction of GO particles from
the hair. Removal efficiencies in
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this guide: How To Merge an
Excel File. The quality of the
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a way that can easily be
understood and I think that’s
exactly what this company is
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company would help you kick-
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